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Connecting rods represent the vital link between the piston  
and crank, subjected to extreme compressive and tensile stress, 
especially in a performance/competition engine that is exposed 
to high engine speed and abrupt engine loads. A variety of 
factors contribute to these stresses, including compression ratio, 
ignition timing, engine speed, horsepower and torque output 
and camshaft overlap to name but a few. In this article we’ll 
discuss rod designs and materials, including tips relating to rod 
installation.

TYPES OF RODS
Connecting rods are available in a range of materials and design 
approaches. “Older” production rods for passenger car engine 
applications were typically made of cast iron. High performance 
production (in select engines) rods were commonly made of 
forged steel. In today’s market, the majority of OE production 
rods are made of powdered metal (often referred to a PM rods), 
with select applications featuring forged steel rods. 

In the performance aftermarket, rod construction availability 
includes forged or billet steel, aluminum or titanium.

Cast iron rods aren’t worth delving into here. They’re not 
appropriate for high performance street or racing applications, 
so we’ll simply ignore them. Also, since OEM powdered metal 
rods, while durable within limits, we won’t delve into great 
detail regarding OEM PM rod construction and handling, but 
instead will provide a brief overview of PM rods. This article 
will focus instead on rods produced by the aftermarket and 
intended for performance applications.

PM RODS
OEM Powdered metal (PM) rods are made in a similar-but-
different method as compared to casting or forging. Instead of 
starting with a molten mix and poured into a mold (casting), or 
starting as an ingot and hammer-pressed into rough shape, PM 
rods start off as, well, powder. A specialized powdered mixture 
of alloys is placed into a cookie-type mold. This powdered mix 
is then both heated (to melt and flow) and pressurized. The 
process results in a surprisingly strong product that requires 
only big end and small end honing and bolt thread tapping (no 
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additional exterior finishing  
is required). Instead of featuring  
separate rod body and cap (as with  
cast or forged rods), PM rods are  
manufactured as one piece. The cap is then  
created by separating it from the rod by fracturing.  
The rod is held in a fixture, the “parting line” area  
is scored, and the cap is literally snapped, or cracked  
off. That’s why PM rods are also called “cracked cap” rods. 
Unlike a rod and cap that have each been machined flat at 
their mating surfaces, PM rods feature uneven surfaces at the 
mating areas. The benefit of this is that it creates a perfect 
mating between rod and cap, since no material is lost during 
the separation. The cap fits to the rod precisely (mirror image 
surfaces). The cap is now dedicated to its original rod, and when 
mated and the bolts are tightened, the parting line is invisible to 
the naked eye. This provides perfect cap-to-rod alignment, with 
no wiggle room and no need for locating slots or keys. 
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While PM rods have traditionally been used only at the 
OE level, we’re now also starting to see high performance 
aftermarket PM rods. Howards Cams, as an example, 
teamed up with GKN and now offers forged powder metal 
rod technology with an extremely dense and non-directional 
grain structure. A high-tech base powder is blended with 
select alloy elements. Melting, atomizing and annealing are 
controlled to exacting standards. The metal-mix is compacted 
(in dies) under tremendous pressure, at over 1500 degrees F. 
Hot forging with a 750-ton press finalizes the structure of the 

metal.  This new generation of PM rods represents a hybrid of 
both PM and forging.

While OEM-level PM rods are acceptable for around the 
400 HP area, and maybe even a max of 500 HP (although 
that’s pushing it), it should be noted that Howard’s new PM 
rods represent a new level in OM technology, and according to 
Howard’s, even with 5/16” ARP 2000 rod bolts, their rods are 
good for 585 + HP (with L19 rod bolts, these rods have even 
survived at 800 + HP levels.

FORGED RODS
Performance forged steel rods are made starting with an ingot of 

alloy steel, usually made using 4340 chrome moly steel.  The 
material is rough-formed during a forging process where the 
metal ingot is heated to extremely high temperatures (about 

2200 degrees F), and press-hammered into a forming die 
with as much as 240,000 pounds of pressure. This 
makes the metal stronger, producing a tighter grain 
structure. Depending on the rod maker, the rods 
may then be induction hardened, shot-peened and/ 
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or cryogenically stress-relieved and heat 
treated. 

The forging process compresses the 
steel alloy mix not only to precisely fill 
the die, but also to increase the strength 
of the alloy by compacting the molecules 
and aligning and strengthening the grain 
structure. During the forging/compacting 
process, the excess material is forced out 
of the die at its mating lines. This excess 
is later sheared off in a trimming die.

The forging is then quenched and 
tempered. Heat treating is best done 
before machining, since the heat treating/
tempering process can deform the 
part’s shape by as much as 0.060”. 
Manufacturer methods may vary, but 
this might involve quenching the part 
in a glycol solution. The part is then 
machined to its final shape. Once 
machining is completed, the rod is stress 
relieved to remove any stresses that might 
have been induced by the machining 
process. This may be done in an oven, 
heating the rods to within 400-600 
degrees F. Both the heating and cool-
down times are carefully controlled.  The 
rod is then final-machined for small and 
big-end bore size. The final step involves 
achieving the desired surface hardness. 

FORGED ALUMINUM RODS
Forged aluminum rods are commonly 
produced starting with 7075 or 7075-T6 
aluminum alloy, and may be made from 
either forged flat blanks or from forged 
aluminum that has been extruded. A 
common misconception is that aluminum 
rods have a relatively short lifespan 
(due to fatigue) and are not suitable 
for street applications where routine 
teardown don’t take place. However, 
some of today’s aluminum rods are 
die-forged instead of being cut from a 
plate of aluminum. Die-forged rods start 
off as high-density aluminum bar stock 
and tend to have a more dense grain 
structure. During the die-forging process, 
the aluminum is heated to around 700 
degrees F and then pressurized with 
about 2200 tons of pressure. This 
enhances the grain flow and increases 
grain density.  This also forces the grain 
around the rod bearing bore area for 
additional strength. 

 
BILLET RODS
Billet rods are offered in both alloy steel 
and aluminum alloy materials. With the 
capabilities of today’s CNC machining, 
it’s now possible to machine connecting 
rods from material stock. However, the 
stock is actually a dense-grain steel that 

Example of an H-beam  
connecting rod. Notice that the  
face of the beam is flat and the sides of 
the beam feature a “groove.” This is called 
an H-beam because if you cut the rod 
through the beam and looked at the cross 
section, it would resemble the letter “H.”

I-beam rods feature a recess on the beam faces. A cross section of the beam would resemble the letter 
“I.” The strength of H-beam versus I-beam rods is often debated, as well as the theoretical characteristics 
of each beam design to “sling” parasitic oil during engine operation. For extreme engine speed and for 
increased cylinder pressure applications such as nitrous/forced induction, H-beam designs are often 
recommended. 
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has been made by a forging process, 
so in reality, billet steel rods use forged 
material that is then CNC machined to 
final state. Billet rods are more expensive 
than forged rods due to the higher cost 
of the select steel alloy and the machining 
time and associated cost. However, an 
advantage of a CNC-machined billet rod 
involves custom sizing, since the blank 
can be machined to any dimensions 
that you desire (well, within reason). 
Examples include a vintage rebuild where 
no off the shelf rods are available, or if 
you desire a very specific rod length. 

TITANIUM RODS
The attraction of Titanium lies in its’ 
strength-to-weight ratio. Rods are 
machined from billet Ti6AL4V stock, 
and is very light, at about 33% lighter 
than a comparable-sized forged steel 
rod. As an example, a complete titanium 
rod may be lighter than only the big 
end of a comparably-sized steel rod. 
Obviously, a reduction of reciprocating 
weight translates into quicker revs and 
more power, due to less parasitic mass. 
However, titanium rods are much more 
expensive. Since you’re really only going 
to experience the advantage at engine 
speeds over around 5,000 rpm or so, 
it’s a bit of overkill for a street engine 
(although GM’s LS7 engine features 
Titanium rods). Also, titanium, for all of 
its strength-to-weight features, is a fragile 
material that is sensitive to scratches. 
Small scratches in the surface can lead to 
stress cracks, which leads to rod failure. 
Also, titanium (from a friction/machining 
standpoint, is rather “gummy” and 
likes to gall when rubbed (in the case of 
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This H-beam style rod features 
weight-saving “grooves” on 
the sides of the beam. This not 
only saves weight but creates a 
stronger beam with increased 
surface area. 

Note that this H-beam rod’s cap features strengthening ribs but no weighty “balance pad.” Today’s quality 
performance rods are made to such tight dimensional and weight tolerances that it’s extremely rare that 
any balance-correction work is needed, hence the absence of extra metal (pad) on the rod cap.

Installed bearing sets create a slightly eccentric bore, which promotes oil 
film capture and enables the rotational movement of the shaft to generate a 
hydroplane of oil film around the circumference. (courtesy Mahle-Clevite)

Bearing crush is critical to hold the bearing in place. With the cap installed, this 
exerts radial pressure, forcing the bearing backs outward radially. (courtesy 
Mahle-Clevite)
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connecting rods, this concern exists at 
the rod big-end sides), so titanium rods 
must be polished and/or coated with a 
hard-surface coating (such as chromium 
nitride).  

WHICH ROD MATERIAL?
Steel (forged or billet) is suited for 
the vast majority of street and race 
applications. Where further weight 
reduction is desired, forged/billet 
aluminum rods are available, at a 
higher cost. For high-RPM engines 
where weight savings are really critical, 
Titanium rods are an option, but they 
tend to fatigue over time, as compared 
to steel, and in racing use will need to 
be replaced more often, as compared 
to steel rods. Titanium rods are also 
very expensive, which is a major factor 
when you’re on a real-world budget. 
Aluminum rods are lighter than steel 
(and nearly as light as Titanium) but cost 
less than Titanium and more than steel. 
Aluminum rods tend to be more on the 
chunky side and generally require more 
block clearance. 

CENTER-TO-CENTER LENGTH
Center-to-center (CTC) length refers to 
the distance from the center of the rod 
pin bore to the center of the rod bearing 
bore. The easiest way to measure this 
is to use a (properly calibrated) dial or 
digital caliper. Measure the distance from 
the floor (bottom) of the pin bore to 
the roof (top) of the bearing bore. Then 
(using a bore gauge or telescoping gauge 
and micrometer) measure the diameter 
of the pin bore and the diameter of the 
bearing bore. Add half of each bore 
diameter (the bore radius) to the earlier 
length measurement to determine total 
CTC length. 

Rod length is a factor in determining 
the combination required to achieve a 
specific stroke, relative to the block deck 
height.

For example, let’s say that you want 
to achieve a zero-deck clearance (where 
the piston top is flush with the block 
deck). The crank stroke, rod length and 
piston CD (compression distance) all 
stack up to compare to the block deck 
height.

The block deck height is the distance 
from the crank main bore centerline to 
the block’s cylinder head deck.

Piston CD is measured from the 
centerline of the piston’s pin bore to the 
top deck of the piston.

Through the analyzing 
of elasto-hydrodynamic 
lubrication (EHL), we see the 
difference in oil pressure 
peaks with H-beam (left) 
and I-beam connecting rods. 
(courtesy Mahle-Clevite)

During TDC on the exhaust stroke, the bearing 
housing may begin to elongate, creating 
a greater bearing clearance at the top of 
the rod bearing. This illustration is a good 
example of the type of stress experienced by 
the rod bolts (just another example of why 
it’s important to use high quality performance 
rod bolts). (courtesy Mahle-Clevite)

Example of an aluminum rod. Shown here is a 
BME rod for smallblock Chevy. Note the precision 
polished surfaces (this eliminates stress risers and 
aids in tossing-off parasitic oil-cling). Also note the 
precision-cut mirror-image serrated mating surfaces 
for cap-to-rod registering. (courtesy BME Rods)

Note the tapered big end shoulders.  
Mass is required to provide  
the needed strength in an  
aluminum rod  
(so they’re  
bulkier  
than steel  
rods), but the  
makers know  
this and design  
their rods with block  
and cam clearance in mind.  
You don’t want to remove any  
material from this rod. If clearance  
is an issue, deal with it at the block, and (if 
necessary) moving to a smaller base circle 
camshaft, or in more extreme cases, using an 
aftermarket raised-cam block that features a 
greater distance between the crank and cam 
centerlines. (courtesy GRP rods)

Example of an X-beam rod.  
This is one of Howards Cams  
new Extreme Duty X-beam rods for  
import turbo applications. Notice the  
lightening groves on both the beam faces  
and sides. This provides reduced reciprocating 
weight while maintaining rod strength.  
(courtesy Howards Cams)
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Calculating this is fairly easy. Add the following 
dimensions: ½ of crank stroke + rod CTC length + 
piston CD. That total distance can then be compared 
to the block deck height (which will tell you where the 
top of the piston will be in the block at TDC (top dead 
center).

Here’s an example: let’s say your block has a deck 
height of 10.200”. If you want the top of the piston 
to be flush with the deck at TDC, the combination of 
½-stroke plus rod length plus piston CD must then 
equal 10.200”.

Let’s say that your crank stroke is 4.500” (that 
represents the total cycle of the crank’s rod journal, 
from TDC to BDC). Since in this case we want to find 
out how far the piston will be pushed up at TDC, we 
only need to consider half of the stroke (the distance 
from crank centerline to the centerline of the rod 
journal at TDC).

So, if our block deck height is 10.200” and half of 
our stroke is 2.250”, our added rod length and piston 
CD must then equal 7.950”. If our rod is, say, 6.750” 
long, that means that our piston CD must be 1.200”. 
This same formula can be used to determine rod length 
if the piston CD is known. 

If you want the piston a bit below deck by, say, 
0.005”, simply decrease your deck height reference by 
0.005” (for example, from 10.200” to 10.195”).

When “blueprinting,” we’re concerned with having 
an equal TDC location for each piston (in order to 
obtain equal compression ratio in each bore location. 
During test-fitting, install the crank, rods and pistons 
(with bearings but without rings) and slowly rotate 
the crank to bring each piston to TDC, measuring 
the distance from the top of the piston’s compression 
deck to the block deck surface. Slight deviations in 
tolerances (of the crank, rods and pistons) may result 
in differences in TDC height. By swapping rods to 
other cylinder locations, you may be able to optimize 
this (for example (mix and match rods/pistons until 
you obtain the most equalized dimensions). Yes, this is 
time consuming and nit-picky, but that’s part of what 

Titanium connecting rods save weight, which is their only real 
benefit. Due to the rising cost of titanium, some rod makers have 
decided to stop producing titanium rods simply due to their high 
cost. Shown here is a GRP titanium rod featuring H-beam design 
for added strength and weight savings.
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blueprinting is all about…the attempt 
to optimize all dimensions, weights and 
clearances.

ROD RATIO
Aside from clearance issues, we need to 
understand the effect of connecting rod 
ratio, which involves the leverage effect 
of the rod relative to the crankshaft. Rod 
ratio is represented by rod length divided 
by crank stroke. 

An example of a stroker combination 
that features 6.125-inch rods and a 
4.000-inch stroke would be a rod ratio 
of 1.53:1. Compare this to an OEM LS3 
package that features a stroke of 3.62-
inch and rod length of 6.098-inch, which 
has a rod ratio of 1.68:1.

As rod ratio is lowered, rod side-
loading increases. Side-loading can be 
understood by imagining that the piston 
is being further shoved against the thrust 
side of the cylinder wall in addition 
to traveling up and down through the 
cylinder. Increased side-loading places 
additional friction between the piston 
skirt and cylinder wall. But maintaining 
a road ratio within reasonable limits of 
about 1.44:1 shouldn’t be a concern as 
long as proper cylinder wall clearance, 
cylinder wall finish, the use of stronger 
aftermarket forged pistons and 
recommended piston rings are adhered 
to. When we add stroke length, the rod 
length should also be extended in order 
to reduce the acute angle. Given the limit 
of available deck height, this in turn 
requires a shorter piston compression 
height. Granted, certain race-only 
packages may call for shorter stroke 
and higher rod ratio, but for street or 
street/race setups, you should be fine 
with sticking within the stroke and rod 
length combination limits recommended 
and offered by performance aftermarket 
manufacturers. In short, if you want 
more torque at lower RPM, the bigger 
the bore and longer the stroke, the better.

PISTON TO ROD CLEARANCE
On the bench, test-assemble each rod 
to its piston (with wrist pin) and check 
the clearance between the top of the 
rod to the underside of the piston. This 
generally won’t be an issue unless you’re 
running OE stock rods that feature 
big balance pads at the top of the rod 
coupled with non-stock pistons. Pivot 
the rod small end on the wrist pin 
and make sure that there is adequate 
clearance at the underside of the piston. 
Even considering thermal expansion, you 

Titanium is extremely 
sensitive to scratches, 
dings, etc. as these 
can result in stress 
risers. Never create any 
additional strikes or etch 
marks on a titanium 
rod beyond what the 
factory did. This example 
features a cylinder 
number location made by 
the factory.

Even though titanium is lighter than steel or aluminum (by mass), this cap features a groove that both 
reduces weight and provides increased surface area for strength.

PM (powdered metal) 
rods aren’t just for OEMs 
anymore. With improved 
metallurgy, forging and 
treating technology, 
Howards new PM rods are 
capable of 500 + HP with 
ARP 2000 rod bolts and 
beyond 800 HP with L19 rod 
bolts. After the powder mix 
is formed in a die, the mix is 
heated to over 1500 degrees 
F and forged with over 750 
tons of pressure. The PM 
forging is then heat treated 
and then finish-machined. 
Rods are seen here on their 
way into the heat treating 
oven. (courtesy Howards 
Cams)
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should have at least 0.040 – 0.050” with 
steel rods and 0.060” clearance with 
aluminum rods.

Also check clearance between the 
rod small end and the piston pin bosses 
(where the rod slides on the wrist pin). 
Even if you have clearance on the bench, 
that’s no guarantee that you’ll have 
clearance when the package is installed. 
The rod beam may not be centered 
under the piston (slight offset) when 
the rod is positioned onto the crank. 
Test-install the rod/piston onto the 
installed crankshaft. Rotate the engine 
block on your stand upside-down. Work 
the rod back and forth to see how close 
the small end of the rod gets to the pin 
bosses. You should have at least 0.050” 
clearance per side with steel rods and 
0.060” with aluminum rods. If the 
small end touches the pin boss, this 
can be corrected by either milling a bit 
from the pin boss or narrow the rod 
small end to accommodate. Clearance 
issues more commonly occur when 
using aluminum rods, since these rods 
are beefier. Remember: never have the 
crankshaft balanced until all pre-fitting 
and clearancing has been accomplished.

ROD TO BLOCK CLEARANCE
This should only be a concern when 
using a stroker crankshaft (or possibly 
when using thicker aluminum rods). 
With the crank installed and the pistons/
rods test-installed, slowly rotate the 
crank to inspect rod big-end clearance 
at the bottom of all cylinders. If rods 
touch or if clearance is too tight, mark 
the block and grind material to obtain 
clearance. Generally speaking, rod-to-
block clearance should be at least 0.060” 
with either steel or aluminum rods. 

ROD TO CAMSHAFT CLEARANCE
This is an area that some neglect to 
consider. As the crank rotates and the 
rods travel on just past TDC, the big 
ends of the rods move closest to the 
camshaft. Especially with a long-stroke 
crank, high-lift cam, and/or thicker steel 
or aluminum rods, there is a concern for 
the rods hitting the cam lobes. During 
test fitting, slowly rotate the crank and 
watch for rod-to-cam interference. If 
you feel resistance, STOP.  Using a slim 
flashlight, you may be able to visually 
check for clearance. Remember that the 
camshaft rotates at half the speed of the 
crankshaft, so be sure to check through 
at least four crankshaft revolutions. 
A somewhat crude aid in checking 

Aluminum rods are lighter than steel, but require increased dimensions (thickness) in order to provide 
required strength. While rod clearance checking is critical in any build, when you plan to use chunky 
aluminum rods, pay extra attention to rod clearance at the block, piston skirts and camshaft. Shown here is 
a GRP aluminum rod.

Aluminum rods are CNC machined from dense alloy 
billet material that features a very uniform and 

tight grain pattern. Machining reliefs in the 
beams both reduces reciprocating weight 

and provides added strength. 

Note the additional 
 weight-reduction reliefs  
on the aluminum rod cap 

pictured below. 
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clearance is to apply a thin strip of 0.100”-thick clay to the 
upper shoulder of the rod big end, at the lower beam to about 
the rod cap parting line (be sure to clean the rod surface to 
remove any oils before attaching the clay). When you rotate the 
crank, any area tighter than the thickness of the clay will imprint 
and provide a witness mark. If you find any contact marks, use 
a razor blade and cut the section of clay and carefully measure 
the compressed clay thickness. You’ll want at least 0.060” or 
so clearance. Granted, due to the variable of clay adhesion and 
possible spring-back, this may not be extremely accurate, but it 
should provide a reasonable assessment. Of course, if the rod 
dead-stops against cam lobes, you’ll need to remove rod material 
at the contact area, reinstall, re-clay and re-check clearance. If 
clearance is required, you have two choices: remove material 
from the rod or change to a camshaft that features a smaller 
base circle. If you swap out to a smaller base circle cam, you’ll 
need longer pushrods (but since you’ll be measuring for custom 
length pushrods anyway, that really isn’t an issue). Obtaining a 
smaller-base-circle cam was once a real hassle, requiring much 
or expense and time-lead. But with today’s CNC capabilities, 
most cam makers can produce whatever you need, in anywhere 
from a week to a month, depending on their workload. Rods 
designated as “stroker” rods already feature a lower upper 
shoulder profile to aid in obtaining clearance.

If you opt to relieve the rods, do this carefully to avoid 
weakening the rod bolt female threaded areas. Also, the grinding 
needs to be free of sharp edges and grind/scratch marks. After 
grind the necessary relief (you need to re-assemble and re-check 
clearance), the ground area must be carefully polished to remove 
any potential stress risers.

Remember to mark all rods and their caps with bore location 
numbers. Once a rod has been fit and clearance verified to a 
specific bore location, you want to keep it in that location.

ROD BEARING CLEARANCE
Measure the crankshaft rod journal diameter with a micrometer 
(don’t just rely on the published specs that came with the crank). 
Record this diameter, and do this for every rod journal (never 
assume that all journals were ground identically).

Install a pair of new rod bearings to the rod and cap (make 
sure that the rod and cap saddles are clean and dry first…no oil 
should be between the bearing and saddle). Install the rod cap 
and, in a rod vise, tighten both rod bolts to the specified value, 
whether you’re using torque or tightening by stretch).

Using a bore gauge (or a telescoping gauge and micrometer), 
measure the installed bearing inside diameter. Measure this 

This aluminum GRP rod features even more weight reduction 
(notice the slight relief below the bore area).

In addition to the oil hole at the top of the pin bore, this GRP aluminum rod 
features additional oil paths, machined with a small ball mill in a radius 
criss-cross pattern.

Aluminum rods, by the nature of the material’s reaction to thermal changes, 
need additional means of keeping the rod cap (and bearings) accurately 
registered in place. This GRP rod’s mating surfaces feature a “toothed” mating 
surface that registers the rod and cap together. Here’s a view of the same rod 
and cap with the cap drawn away from the rod. 

In this face view you 
can see the precision 

male/female tooth cuts.
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bearing diameter at the vertical 12 o’clock and 6 o’clock 
positions (90-degrees to the parting line). Note that while 
the rod bearing bore is (or should be) perfectly round, 
the bearings feature a tapered thickness and are thickest 
at the center of the radius (this is by design, to provide a 
compressive oil ramp path). 

Compare the two measurements and subtract the rod 
bearing diameter from the journal diameter to determine oil 
clearance. If clearance is too tight or too loose, don’t fret. 
In most cases, bearings manufacturers offer both undersize 
and oversize bearings (thicker or thinner) to help fine-tune 
clearance.

Also check rod bearing edge clearance to the crankshaft 
fillets. An easy way to do this is with the crank on a bench. 
With the bearings installed to the rod saddle and rod cap, 
paint the exposed bearing edges with a felt-tip marker. 
Install the rod onto the crank journal, and push the rod big 
end toward/into the fillet, and while applying side pressure, 
wiggle/rotate the rod big end on the journal. Remove the 
rod from the crank and inspect for witness marks. If the 
bearing edge is slightly kissing the fillet, the bearing edge 
can be relieved using a bearing scraper. In extreme cases, the 
rod bearings can be narrowed, but this is best performed by 
a specialty service, such as Akerly & Childs in California. 

Most hard-use (street high performance and racing) 
applications will favor rod bearing clearance in the 0.0025 
to 0.003” range. Small-journal rods (2.00” or smaller) can 
get away with slightly tighter clearance, in the 0.0022 to 
0.0025” range. Larger journals (2.200” and larger) may 
need slightly more clearance, in the 0.0029 to 0.0032” 
range. Forced induction engines (turbos and superchargers) 
tend to build more heat at the bearings, and  may require 

The “tooth” register cuts are formed radially, with the cap featuring 
a mirror image of the rod. This requires a high degree of precision 
machining. It also means that you need to pay special attention when 
mating caps to rods. Each rod’s cap is specifically fitted to its own rod, 
so caps cannot be interchanged without ruining the tooth profiles.
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something in the 0.0032 to 0.0035” 
range (requiring running a heavier-
viscosity oil). When using aluminum 
rods, bearing clearance at vertical should 
be at least 0.003.

ROD SIDE CLEARANCE
Side clearance refers to the fire/aft 
clearance of a pair of rod big ends on 
the crankshaft’s rod journal. During 
test fitting, with the crank installed in 
the block and with a pair of rods (with 
pistons!) installed  on a shared journal, 
push the rod big ends apart (shoving 
both against their fillets and creating a 
gap in-between them) and use a feeler 
gauge to measure clearance. As a general 
rule, you want at least 0.010 – 0.012” 
(preferably a bit more, for increased oil 
splash) A nice general range for side 
clearance is around 0.016” to 0.020” for 
steel rods, and perhaps a but more for 
aluminum rods (considering theoretical 
expansion rates), to the tune of around 
0.017” to 0.022” (but always check to 
see what the rod maker recommends). 
Some aluminum rod makers specify a 
minimum side clearance of 0.016”.

BEAM DESIGN
Typically, performance connecting rods 
will feature either I-beam or H-beam 
construction. The designations refer to 
what the rod beam cross-section looks 
like (if you cut a rod in half at the beam). 
I-beam rods feature a smooth solid 
surface at the beam sides and a recess 
along each side of the beam faces (the 
recess is visible if you lay the rod down 
on a table). H-beam rods feature flat 
solid surfaces on the beam faces, with 
grooves/recesses along the beam sides. 
Which style is best? In theory, H-beam 

Aluminum material is softer than steel, so 
hardened washers must be placed under the rod 
bolt heads.

Because an 
aluminum rod is 
more sensitive to 
thermal expansion 
and contraction, 
this GRP rod cap 
features a short 
(0.050” high) 
register button. 
This engages to a 
hole in the lower 
rod bearing to 
prevent the bearing 
from moving.

Each rod bolt is first positioned on the 
stretch gauge anvils, and the dial is then 
set to zero. This provides a reference point 
of the bolt in its relaxed state. During test 
fitting, final assembly and during any 
future teardowns, always keep the rod 
bolts with their original rod (keep them 
organized), so that you can re-measure 
each bolt to determine if it’s still usable 
and hasn’t lost its original elasticity.

Once the bolt is lubed and initially torqued, and with the stretch gauge undisturbed from its previous 
zero setting, the stretch gauge is positioned onto the bolt is checked to find out how far it has stretched. 
In this example, the rod bolt has stretched by 0.005”. Although a more time-consuming procedure as 
compared to simply tightening to a specified torque value, achieving precise bolt clamping load is worth 
the trouble, especially for a race engine that represents a huge investment. It’s important to understand 
that bolts stretch as they are tightened. By tightening the bolt to achieve its optimum clamping load while 
staying within its elastic range, monitoring bolt stretch eliminates the potential variables encountered by 
simple tightening-by-torque, such as thread friction, bolt underhead contact friction and torque wrench 
calibration/accuracy.
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rods are stronger, but in reality an 
H-beam rod can be lighter while being 
as strong as an I-beam rod. From a 
windage standpoint (oil cling during 
engine operation), the I-beam is 
theoretically better, but again there are 
exceptions (specialty “oil shedding” 
coatings can be applied to promote 
less parasitic oil cling to any style 
rod). In many cases, choosing between 
I-beam and H-beam boils down to 
either manufacturer availability and/
or engine builder preference.

Another beam style is the X-beam, 
which has been utilized in some diesel 
applications (for weight savings) but is 
now being made available for various 
automotive gas-engine applications 
as well. The X-beam is sort of a mix 
of both I-beam and H-beam, with 
weight-saving groves on both the 
beam faces and sides. This provides 
a substantial weight savings, while 
also increasing the beam surface area, 
offering both lighter weight while 
retaining strength.

Specially-developed fastener 
assembly lubricant is designed to 
reduce friction at the threads and 
bolt head underside during either 
torquing or tightening via stretch. 
ARP Ultra Torque and CMD are 
popular choices. 

Apply an even coating to the 
bolt threads as well as to the 
underside of the bolt head. 
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When removing a rod cap from a new rod, or when tightening rod bolts when bearings are installed prior 
to measuring bearing clearance, using a common bench vice can cause serious damage to the rod. A 
dedicated purpose-designed rod vice allows securing the rod without damage. This bench-mounted rod 
vice from Gear Head Tools features billet aluminum construction, urethane contact pads to protect the rod, 
and a 3-arm spindle. 

ROD BOLT TIPS
Rods bolts are the most highly stressed 
components in an engine, especially 
one tat is subjected to high RPM. 
During operation, the weight of the 
reciprocating components and engine 
speed are trying to stretch the bolts and 
elongate the big end as the piston travels 
away from the deck during overlap. 

One of the easiest (and least 
expensive ways to help insure 
connecting rod (and rod bearing) 
longevity is to use only the highest 
quality rod bolts that you can get your 
hands on. Both the rated tensile strength 
of the bolt and the manner in which 
it’s installed is critical. Rod bolts can 
be tightened in one of three ways: by 
torque application, by monitoring bolt 
stretch, or by using a torque-plus-angle 
method. The torque-plus-angle method 
is only to be used on OE rod bolts, 
where the specifications specifically 
calls for torque-plus-angle, for a specific 
engine application. 

If you’re using aftermarket 
performance rod bolts, rod and/or 
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bolt manufacturers will provide both 
a torque specification and a stretch 
range (giving you a choice of tightening 
methods). Bolt stretch specs typically 
represent about 75% of the bolt’s rated 
yield point.

If you intend to use the torque spec, 
bolt makers will usually provide two 
different torque values: one with the 
use of engine oil as a lubricant and one 
with the use of a specific low-friction 
lube. Torque value will always be a bit 
lower with a low-friction lube, such 
as ARP Ultra-Torque or CMD, since 
these  lubricants decrease thread and 
underhead friction (if you use a low-
friction lube but tighten to the oil spec, 
you run the risk of over-tightening). 
The use of a dedicated assembly lube is 
preferred, since it greatly reduces friction 
and provides a more accurate (and 
consistent) torque value.

When you lubricate the rod bolt 
prior to installation, be sure to apply 
lube both on the bolt threads and to the 
underside of the rod bolt head. An anti-

Once the rod bolts are cracked loose, rather than 
smacking rod bolt heads with a plastic hammer 
to dislodge the cap,  a dedicated rod cap splitter” 
tool makes rod cap separation both easy and  
precise. The rod big end is placed onto the tool’s 
split collar. The spindle is then rotated,  
moving the collar halves away from  
each other. This smoothly draws the  
cap from the rod.
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friction lubricant is vital in order to 
provide a stable coefficient of friction. 

Remember that bolts are designed 
to stretch when they enter their elastic 
state (you want this “alive” elastic 
state in order to provide sufficient 
clamping force). The rod bolt must 
be viewed as a “spring”, designed 
to provide sufficient clamping load 
under dynamic conditions. However, 
if the rod bolt is overtightened and 
exceeds its designed elastic state, the 
bolt immediately weakens. If a rod 
bolt has been stretched beyond its 
elastic range, it must be replaced. 

Regardless of which tightening 
method you choose, it’s a good 
idea to take advantage of a stretch 
gauge (even if you intend to tighten 
with torque only). Regardless of 
what type of rod bolts you have 
(OE or aftermarket), using a stretch 
gauge, first measure each rod bolt’s 
overall free-length (when new and 
uninstalled) and record this length. 
Be sure to record which rod each 
bolt will be installed to (cyl. 1, 

Naturally, rod big end to pan rail clearance must be checked whenever increasing stroke and/or using fatter 
aluminum rods.
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CONNECTING ROD 
SOURCES

BME (Bill Miller Engineering) 
775-887-1299 / bmeltd.com

CALLIES PERFORMANCE 
PRODUCTS 
419-435-2711 / callies.com

CARRILLO INDUSTRIES, INC. 
949-498-1800 / carrilloind.com

CROWER CAMS & EQUIPMENT CO. 
619-661-6477 / crower.com

DYER’S TOP RODS 
800-867-7637 / dyersrods.com

EAGLE SPECIALTY PRODUCTS 
662-796-7373 / eaglerod.com

GRP RODS 
303-935-7565 / grpconrods.com

HOWARDS CAMS 
920-233-5228 / howardscams.com

K1 TECHNOLOGIES 
616-583-9700 / k1technologies.com

LUNATI, LLC 
662-892-1500 / lunaticamshafts.com

OLIVER RACING PARTS 
800-253-8108 
oliverconnectingrods.com

SCAT ENTERPRISES, INC. 
310-370-5501 / scatcrankshafts.com

TRICK TITANIUM 
517-694-7449 / tricktitanium.com

Shown here is an example through a 
block’s camshaft bore. Notice how close 
the connecting rod’s upper shoulder is 
to the cam tunnel. If you’re using a high-
lift cam, and/or you’re overstroking, 
and/or using thicker-than-stock rods, 
always check rod to cam lobe clearance. 
Obviously, aftermarket blocks are 
available with raised cam tunnels to aid 
in obtaining clearance.

Rod side clearance needs to provide enough space to prevent direct side contact but enough to allow for 
oil splash. Minimum side clearance for steel rods may be 0.010-0.012” and perhaps 0.016” for aluminum 
rods, with preferred space at around 0.014-0.016” for steel and perhaps 0.016 – 0.022” for aluminum. Rod 
makers may specify their preferred range.

cyl. 2, etc.). During any future engine 
teardowns (or when the opportunity 
arises), re-measure each bolt’s free length 
and compare it to the original (new) 
free-length that you recorded. If the static 
free length has elongated (stretched) 
by more than 0.0005”, the bolt should 
be replaced, since it has begun to lose 
its elastic properties. If it has stretched 
0.001” or more, the bolt definitely must 
be replaced. Never just assume that a 
used rod bolt is still serviceable.

A practice many builders employ 
involves cycling new rod bolts prior to 

final assembly. This involves tightening 
perhaps 3-5 times, each time monitoring 
stretch. Of course, this requires keeping 
all rod bolts in order in terms of location 
and recording static free length to 
installed stretched length during each 
cycling step. The goal is to burnish the 
threads in order to reduce friction and to 
achieve a more accurate and consistent 
clamping load.n Mike Mavrigian has written thousands of technical 

articles for a variety of automotive publications and 
many books for CarTech and HP Books. Contact him at 
Birchwood Automotive Group, Creston, OH. Call (330) 
435-6347, email: birchwdag@frontier.com or go to 
birchwoodautomotive.com.


